HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE TO
BUILD AN AUTOMATION CoE?

I am asked this question a lot. I am also asked How long will it take to deliver that solution?
These questions usually come up in the first or second engagement with the customer.
I understand why you’re asking, as it’s all about speed & time to value…
At psKINETIC our role is to accelerate a customer’s intelligent automation journey. We know:

–
–
–
–

How to identify and shape projects, so they’re delivered successfully
What technologies should be considered
How to upskill and build a strong capability across key project roles
How to scale your structure to enable you to deliver more in parallel

My answer to the question of How long does it take to build a CoE? is another question back
to you… How quickly do you want to deliver real value into the business from intelligent
automation? My answer: Go-Live in under than 90 days.
The automation word is everywhere, and you’re talking about it multiple times a week
with various stakeholders within the organisation. You’ve done some research, engaged
technology vendors, run PoCs and probably have some initial solutions up and running.
So now you need to scale it!
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This is where a CoE comes in, it is a structure that centralises the capabilities – people, process
& technology.

Governance

• Pipeline and Prioritisation
• Project Methodology
• Project Management and Reporting

• Structure, Funding and Scope
• Ensure Alignment to Company Strategy
• Vendor Management

People and
Change

Execution

• Resource Management
• Skills and Capability Development
• Change Management

CoE
• Process, Data and Engineering Standards
• Reusable Components
• Knowledge Management

Standards,
Practices and
Assets

Process and
Data

• Process Analysis and Reengineering
• Data Analysis
• Documenting and Cataloguing

Technology
and Tools
• Tech Stack and Architecture
• Tooling e.g., Product and Development Management

At psKINETIC, we think of our automation services as a CoE, which we’ve been building for over
10 years. We also support customers in building their in-house capability. Here are some of our
key learnings:

GET YOUR HANDS DIRTY

The only way to build capability fast is to create
dedicated resources that can be upskilled. The only
way to upskill is through project delivery.

YOU’RE BUILDING SOFTWARE

Automation tech allows you to build quickly, however
you’re still building enterprise software. You need
people that have software engineering skills to build
high quality and scalable solutions.

BUSINESS CHANGE AT HEART

The solution is only successful if it’s adopted by the
business. CoE’s can sometimes take purely technical
lens. The CoE must either have or work closely with
the change management function.
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MAKE YOUR CoE CUSTOMER FACING

4

PROJECT VS PRODUCT

CoE can become internally facing too easily. Have
very clear external measures with the business
functions you’re partnering with e.g., automation
success rates.

A project is a structure for getting from A to B
successfully. However, through the project we’re
building software so you also need a product
management mindset.
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READY TO AUTOMATE…
Business improvement through automation is a strategic investment, the high-level
requirements and expectations are clear, and some initial projects have been identified.
My previous blog sets out seven principles of intelligent automation success to help shape
automation projects.
Our model for building a CoE is set out into 4 phases.

1. START

2. ACCELERATE

3. SCALE

4. RUN

1. START
Time frame: 3 – 6 months

KEY ACTIVITIES
– Identify 3 – 5 processes in a single business area that are a good fit for automation. These
–
–
–
–
–

processes should be low to medium complexity, where the full automation benefit can be realised
within 12 months.
Select a partner that supports you in starting your automation journey and building your CoE.
Assess your in-house capability to understand what capability you already have, what you need to
build, and where you need support.
Identify key business stakeholders and champions to support the first projects.
Deliver 1 – 2 automation projects into production.
Upskill in-house resources in parallel to, and integrated with, project implementation.

SUCCESS CRITERIA
– 1 automation project successfully implemented with the business starting to see the benefit.
– Approach defined for building in-house capability.
– Investment plan in place for next phase of CoE build.
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2. ACCELERATE
Time frame: 6 months

KEY ACTIVITIES
– Further automation solutions are being implemented within the initial business area.
– 3 – 5 processes identified in 2 – 3 other business areas that are a good fit for automation, where
–
–
–
–

the automation benefit can be realised within 12 months.
In-house resources are able to implement low and medium complexity use cases independently.
Partner continues to provide coaching, upskilling and implements high complexity use cases or
fills resource/capability gaps.
In parallel to implementations, best practices, standards and governance processes are being
defined and agreed upon.
Showcase and demos of automation solutions to all business areas to support organisation-wide
buy-in and identify other business areas for the CoE to support.
Definition of target operating model to scale the CoE to deliver multiple projects in parallel across
the organisation and support existing automation projects in production.

SUCCESS CRITERIA
–
–
–
–

3 – 5 automation projects in production with the business seeing the benefit.
In-house resources able to implement low to medium complexity use cases independently.
Target operating model to scale the CoE defined.
Roadmap of automation opportunities across various business areas identified.
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3. SCALE
Time frame: 6 months

KEY ACTIVITIES
– In-house team grown to enable delivery of multiple automation projects in parallel. Partner
–
–
–
–

continues to provide coaching, upskilling and implements high complexity use cases or fills
resource/capability gaps.
Governance processes, best practices, standards are in place and understood by CoE resources.
Health checks performed on implementations to ensure quality solutions are being implemented
and that business benefits are being realised.
CoE performance metrics are defined to ensure high productivity rates are delivered.
All departments where automation can add significant value have been engaged, and projects are
being identified for the roadmap.

SUCCESS CRITERIA
– 10 – 15 automation projects in production with the business seeing the benefit.
– In-house team capability & confident when implementing and supporting the automation

solutions independently.
– Proven ability to engage business units, identifying automation opportunities and delivering
successful implementations.
– CoE is fully established with a positive reputation within the organisation.

4. RUN
Time frame: Ongoing

KEY ACTIVITIES
– Day-to-day management of the CoE operation to ensure performance metrics are being met.
– Execution of implementations, support, upgrades & enhancements are performed by the in-

house team.
– Continuous improvement initiatives are being implemented for CoE processes and operations.
– CoE continues to proactively engage the business on automation initiatives.
– CoE team scaled up or down based on the roadmap of projects defined by the business.
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GET ON THE PATH TO AUTOMATION EXCELLENCE
The path to building a successful CoE will look very different across
organisations depending on the need and level of maturity of business,
functional and technical teams. The model set out here provides a clear
path with timeframes, key activities and success criteria to build a
successful CoE.
Talk to our team (see below) about how we can help make your
automation CoE a success.

DEEPAK CHANDARANA
- Managing Director of psKINETIC

Deepak Chandarana

Banking/FinTech: Nick.Foggin@pskinetic.com
Capital Markets/Asset Management: David.Landi@pskinetic.com
Alternative Asset Management: Alex.Tyler@pskinetic.com
InsureTech: Manjit.Rana@pskinetic.com

About Deepak Chandarana:
Deepak is the Managing
Director of psKINETIC
where he has been
supporting customers
for almost a decade.
Before that, he worked in
technology consulting both
with Accenture and E&Y.

We enable the success of people through intelligent automation.
With our Intelligent Glue we help clients automate processes, connecting and enhancing existing systems rather than replacing them. We have
helped the world’s leading Financial Services and Insurance companies accelerate their ability to take advantage of market opportunities. Our
focus is on delivering outcomes and financial returns at pace. We leverage next-generation automation technologies, our multi-disciplinary team
combines delivery, engineering, and managed services capabilities to achieve sustainable outcomes for our customers.
We base ourselves on a simple philosophy: The success of our customers and the success of our people are what matter most to us.

For more information, visit www.pskinetic.com

Insurance Accelerator Claims Fulfilment
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